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Motivational Letter
Architecture was never a career that truly interested me until Grade 11, when I realized that I wanted to go into a 
creative field instead of a medical one. I also started to find an interest in buildings and their structure due to the 
fact that my parents are very interested in art so it gave me a cultivated sensibility and gaze to it as I was 
immersed in art and design for a lot of my life. My uncle also has a great flare into building and design which also 
added to my want of going into the field. Art was a big part of this as it made me realize how much I enjoyed using 
my creative side and how I enjoyed using it daily. I always wanted to do design as one of my subjects but I was 
never able to due to it not being an option in my school. All of this made me realize that Architecture would be a 
profession that I would truly enjoy and find interesting. 

I am someone that loves to interact with people. Architecture is a field were you get interaction with the community 
as well as being able to help someone create a part of their dream while still being able to guide them and give 
your own creative input. I am someone that enjoys creating projects, working through the planning and getting 
them done. In my job shadowing project the architect I followed made me aware of the positive and the less 
attractive features of the career. She also gave me a good understanding of the fact that it is a lot of work but I 
know that I am able to handle it. I know that architecture would be an industry that fulfills me as well as challenges 
me due to having to meet the needs of others. 

When I started the portfolio in the beginning of the year it made me question my want to go into this field but the 
more I worked through it the more it made me realize that this was exactly what I wanted to do. I feel passionate 
for not only the design aspect of the field but the part of helping others and going through all the little details to 
create the bigger plan. I know given the opportunity that my work ethic and passion will help me excel in this field. 
All aspect of the field excite me and one day I envision myself cross pollinating interior design and architecture. I 
know that without being able to pursue this career my life would not feel fulfilled. 
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